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UNDP Area Character Appraisal 

Purpose 

This document is intended to provide 

a companion Appraisal to the 

Conservation Area – Character 

Appraisal in the provision of 

information regarding aspects 

of the Plan Area outside the 

Conservation Area that are of 

particular architectural, 

environmental, social or historic 

interest and value and are 

consequently worthy of protection, 

preservation or enhancement.  Whilst it 

includes some detail from within the 

Conservation Area this is more specifically addressed within the 

Conservation area Character Appraisal. 

Within this document substantial use is made of the text of the Ugborough Parish Heritage 

Appraisal edited by Dr. Robert Perrin and the South Hams District Council – Landscape 

Character Assessment 2001.  Any misuse or misinterpretation of these sources is the fault of 

the author of this Appraisal alone. 

In this context ‘particular interest and value’ have been defined as: 

 The relationship of the subject matter to its setting within the Neighbourhood Plan 

Area. 

 The surviving visible effects of historic development on the character and visual 

appearance, awareness of the social and economic history and amenity value. 

 The contribution of the subject matter to placemaking: the capacity for people to thrive 

from their surroundings. 

 Architectural and craft skill quality or distinctiveness. 

 A feature that typifies, provides local distinctiveness, is a defining characteristic of or is 

of intrinsic importance to, the Area – the ‘vernacular features’ 

 Areas of archaeological potential (The below ground archaeology) having the 

potential for recording the earlier phases of the area’s development. 

Location and Setting 

 The Area comprises the southern portion of the Parish of Ugborough with the northern 

boundary of the Area approximately following the southern boundary of Dartmoor National 
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Park (See Annex A).  The central part of the Area lies in the valley of the Ludbrook, a tributary 

of the River Erme along a North East/South West axis and between the northern and southern 

spurs.  This lowland valley geography, typical of the South Hams of Devonshire, characterises 

the majority of the land area. 

 

Figure 1.  The central portion of the Neighbourhood Plan Area  

looking south westwards  

towards the Erme Valley  

between the northern and 

southern spurs (The 

strip field remnants 

are clearly 

visible to the 

north of the 

village.) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

All views are 

indicated by figure 

number at Annex B Views and Vistas. 

 

In 1792 a description of the area recorded that  ‘…the rivers are small and easily 

crossed by bridges of one arch, which are mostly built of moor-stone or slate.  The 

fields are enclosed by hedges, which are banks of earth five or six feet thick at the 

bottom, and about three feet over at the top; five feet high, and fortified with such 

shrubs and plants as will most quickly form a fence…’   A visitor today might well 

reflect that, on the surface, little has changed. 
 

 

Figure 2  The Ludbrook south of Ugborough. 
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         Figure 3.  A typical bank end.  

 

The presence of individual manors and farmsteads loosely distributed within and around 

villages and hamlets has characterised the area and has shaped the landscape, the habitations 

and network of lanes, tracks and paths over several hundred years.  The mutual dependence of 

the villages, hamlets and the outlying farms has gradually reduced as agricultural practices, 

economic pressures, societal and employment trends have changed both the villages, hamlets 

and their neighbourhoods.   

In many areas, major infrastructure developments such as road schemes or large housing sites 

have created a step change in the character of the area.  However in the case of the Ugborough 

area this is not generally the case.  There has been a gradual change, measurable over decades 

rather than years and as a result of causes that have had reasonably predictable outcomes.  

Reduced agricultural employment, limited alternative sources of local employment and 

reducing public transport have led to the need for car ownership to be high or for people who 

are unable to make use of cars to move to areas from which public transport is available.  

People working away from Ugborough village, combined with changes in retail practices, have 

reduced the demand for a local shop: this again has an impact on non-drivers or others who 

depend on public transport. 

In the next 5-10 years, these drivers of change are unlikely to disappear however others may 

become more influential.  It is therefore quite reasonable to look at the way the character of the 

area has developed, to consider features of particular interest and value and then to attempt to 

mitigate the threats to their continued existence that are present or which may be reasonably 

predicted to emerge.  The Neighbourhood Development Plan and its subsequent reviews 

should seek to achieve this and it is in this context that this appraisal document has been 

produced. 

 

 

 

Section 1 – A Factual Summary of the Area’s 

History and Geography 

Geology and Natural Resources 

 

The history of any political unit (parish, county, region....) is the record of human co-operation 

and competition in exploiting its natural resources i.e soils and vegetation, water supplies, 

building materials and economically valuable minerals, which together with its climate, are all 
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ultimately determined by its geological history. This section seeks to make clear the 

connections between geology and the resources historically available to the Area. 

 

Within the South Hams, the Ugborough Parish is almost is unique in extending onto the 

Dartmoor granite. It is therefore conveniently divisible into a southern ‘Lowland’ Zone, with 

geology and physiography broadly similar to those of the other ‘Heritage’ Parishes of the South 

Hams, and a northern ‘Moorland’ Zone based on the granite. The area of the Neighbourhood 

Development Plan sits entirely within this Lowland Zone. It should be noted that there is now a 

clear distinction between enclosed agricultural lowlands and unimproved moorland.  However, 

in Mesolithic and early Neolithic times almost the whole landscape of the present South Hams 

would have been covered with a continuum of mixed oak forest, densest in the lowlands and 

thinning, and perhaps petering out, at the highest levels on the granite hills. 

 

The existence of what we now define as the Moorland Zone has profoundly influenced the 

economic history of Ugborough with a number of features which comprise:  

      (i)  the supply of granite, firstly as ‘moorstone’ or ‘clitter’, which was basic to Neolithic and 

Bronze Age cultures and of continuing importance for construction and many industrial and 

domestic applications, even after the advent of quarrying in the eighteenth century. The latter 

then provided large amounts of dressed stone used, for example, in the railway viaducts. The 

aureole round the granite has also been the source of a valuable local roadstone called  

calcflinta. 

     (ii) upland grazing with varying degrees of occupation and transhumance, 

    (iii) peat digging for fuel and industrial production of naphtha, 

    (iv) streaming for tin, and                                                                                                                           

     (v) open-cast  digging and processing of china clay. 

 

Historically, it is only on Dartmoor that we can trace the very early development of society and 

agriculture, and their environmental effects: on the one hand from stone monuments and 

artefacts, and on the other from records of pollen, microfossils and radiocarbon dates from 

peat bogs. Very little such evidence has survived in the Lowland.   

 

Finally, the direct line of communication between Plymouth and Exeter is deflected southwards 

by the granite massifs of Western Beacon and Ugborough Beacon so that, successively, the old 

road from Ivybridge to South Brent and Ashburton via Bittaford and Wrangaton, the Plymouth 

Eastern Turnpike, the South Devon Railway, the old A38 and the modern A38 (The Devon 

Expressway) have always kept the Parish on this link between these two principal conurbations. 

Even today, it still shares with Ivybridge a main line railway station, the only one in the South 

Hams apart from Totnes. 
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Figure 4.   The Plan Area, The Lowland Zone of Ugborough Parish 

 

 

This 

zone 

essentially consists of the remains of a highly dissected plateau with summits ranging around 

180m (590 ft) Ordnance Datum, and deep combes, resting on Middle Devonian slates and tuffs. 

The central ridge of the plateau, which runs SSE from Sign of the Owl Cross to near Marridge, is 

the watershed between the Erme and Avon catchments. This ridge is more or less followed by 

the modern Kingsbridge road, which is based on the Kingsbridge & Dartmouth Turnpike 

extension from Sorley to Venn Cross, perhaps itself following an older ridge road. 

 

From the central ridge two major spurs trend WSW along the strike (‘grain’) of the local 

geological formations. The ridge of the northern spur, underlain by slates, passes via Hillhead 

Cross and Toby Cross to near Quarry Farm. Where it has been cut through by the Lud Brook, 

but it then resumes down to Strode in Ermington Parish. Its NW flank declines westwards, 

passing into the alluvium of the Erme valley at Caton.  The southern spur is based mainly on 

tuffs with minor areas of slates, the ridge passing midway between Higher Well and 

Fowlescombe, by  Dunwell, on past Higher Ludbrook just out of the Parish, and petering out 

near Sequers Bridge in Modbury Parish. Both spurs carry ancient ridge roads. 

The strike valley between the northern spur and Dartmoor is drained by the Forder Brook, 

which joins the Lowland section of the Lud Brook just below Bittaford.  The valley between the 

two spurs is drained by the Lutterburn; and the valley to the south of the southern spur is 

drained by the Shilston Brook. All of these streams are in the Erme catchment, the river itself 

generally forming the Parish boundary with Ermington for about 1.5 km below Ivybridge. In 

contrast to the ancient ridgeways, the more modern Plymouth Eastern and Modbury Extension 

Turnpikes (now B3213 and A3121) made use of the valleys of the Forder Brook and the 

Lutterburn respectively.  

On the NE side of the watershed, a shallow valley continues the alignment of the Forder Brook 

with a minor stream down to the Glaze Brook at Glazebrook Lodge. Between Turtley and 

Marridge several spurs, much shorter than those in the Erme catchment, trend NE to E, with 

small un-named streams running in steep-sided combes to the Avon.  
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There is relatively little level land in the Parish, this being mostly confined to a triangular area, 

sides about 1.5km, on alluvium and Head adjacent to the River Erme, South of Ivybridge; and 

narrow strips along the valley bottoms of some local streams with several fields on the plateau 

to the NE of Ugborough village. 

 

Historic Development – including areas of archaeological 

interest. 

 

The Prehistoric Period 

A Mesolithic flint core has been found at SX68905770 to the south east of Cutwell Barn. A 

number of flint flakes, were found during monitoring of the construction works for the A38 in 

1970-73.  

 

The existing NW/SE field boundaries to the south of Wood Farm may preserve the lines of 

prehistoric reaves. A large well-preserved Bronze Age bowl barrow, over 40m in diameter, 

survives to the SW of Woodland Barton.  

 

Two enclosures have been identified by aerial photography. A rectilinear ditched enclosure was 

observed on a hillslope to the east of Cannamore, and linear features that were possibly part of 

an enclosure were observed immediately north of Sign of the Owl Cross. Enclosures of this type 

were enclosed farmsteads. They cannot be dated without excavation, but could be Iron Age or 

Romano-British in date.  

 

Turtley Camp is an ovoid hillfort, or more precisely a hillslope enclosure, 137m in diameter, 

located on the south side of the Glaze valley, and is probably of Iron Age date. It has a single 

bank and an outer ditch with an entrance on the south side and part of the rampart has been 

ploughed out. The site has not been excavated or investigated. The fields on the site of the fort 

were named ‘Yellowberries’ on the Tithe Map. The name signifies ‘old fort’ in Anglo-Saxon, and 

shows how field names can be useful in identifying archaeological sites.  

 

 

The Roman Period 

No sites from this period have been recorded. The upper stone of a rotary quern was recorded 

at Filham House in 1949, and could be Iron Age or native Roman in date. The source of the 

quernstone is unknown.  
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The Medieval Period 

A Norman ringwork castle and bailey survives to the south of Langford Barton. The earthworks 

are now mutilated and partly obliterated, but an early 19th-century description shows that they 

were much better preserved then. The ringwork, originally a bank and ditch enclosing a timber 

building, is roughly circular and 40m in diameter with one or possibly two entrances. This differs 

from the more common motte and bailey, where a timber castle was built on top of a mound 

(the motte). There are traces of a small sub-rectangular bailey (surrounded by a bank and ditch) 

adjoining its north side. The ringwork can be broadly dated to the 12th century AD. A rampart 

and ditch on the north-west side may be part of the enclosure of the earlier Anglo-Saxon and 

Domesday manor of Langford.  

 

A series of strip fields extends north of Ugborough village to the Ridge Road. These are the 

remains of a medieval open field system attached to the village. More strips are present on the 

1843 Tithe Map and the 1889 OS 1:10560 map than survive today.  

 

At Filham there are the remains of a medieval chapel, licensed in 1400, that was rebuilt as a 

folly in the 18th century.  

 

There is a medieval cross, reused as a gatepost at Haredon and a reused socket stone from 

another cross at Hill House in Ugborough village.  

 

The earliest manors in the parish recorded in the Domesday Survey of 1086 were Ulgeberge, 

that became Ugborough village; Langeforde, now Langford Barton; and five smaller manors at 

Bowcombe, now Higher Bowcombe; Broadaford; Peek, now represented by Torpeek Farm and 

Piles Peek; Venn; and one of two manors at Ludbrook, identified with Ludbrook or North 

Ludbrook, which is shown on the Tithe Map and on the 1889 Ordnance Survey map as Lower 

Ludbrook, but has since disappeared. The present farmhouses were all rebuilt in the post-

medieval period, with Piles Peek, which is 16th-century, being the oldest.  

 

A number of late-medieval farmhouses survive in the parish. Wood Farm; Zeaston and Stone 

are all 16th-century with later additions.  

 

The Post-Medieval Period 

 

A 1789 map of Ugborough shows the Poor House, which had been established in Modbury Lane 

in 1739. A Workhouse, probably the same building, was marked on Donn’s map of 1765. The 

building, which does not survive, was sold off in 1842 when the Totnes Union took over the 

administration of poor relief in the parish.   This field is still known as Workhouse Meadow with 

Workhouse Brook running through it. 

 

A number of large houses that were in many cases the successors of late medieval manor 

houses, developed in the parish during this period; Fowelscombe, now ruined, was built in 1537 
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and remodelled in Gothic style in the late 18th century. Marridge, which has now completely 

disappeared, was a mansion in the 16th century, when it was shown with Fowelscombe on 

Saxton’s 1576 map of the county. The present farmhouse dates from the 18th-century. Filham 

House, documented in the 15th century, was completely rebuilt in the 18th century and 

remodelled again in the 19th century. Langford Barton and Dunwell were both shown as 

gentlemen’s seats on Donn’s map of 1765, but are now only 19th-century farmhouses.  

 

In 1891 the parish was chosen by the Borough of Plymouth as the site for its mental hospital, 

known as Blackadon Asylum. It is first shown as the ‘Plymouth Borough Lunatic Asylum’ on the 

1906 Ordnance Survey map. In the 1930s it became the Plymouth Mental Hospital, and in 1947 

was renamed Moorhaven Hospital. The hospital closed in 1993 and the site has since been 

redeveloped as Moorhaven Village.  Although outside the Neighbourhood Development Plan 

area, this has had a significant economic and social impact on the Area. 

 

In the 18th and early 19th centuries roads in South Devon were being improved through the 

activities of turnpike trusts. Soon after 1819 the Plymouth Turnpike Trust constructed a new 

road between Bittaford and South Brent, bypassing Wrangaton and Cheston. This became part 

of the old A38, the main road from Exeter to Plymouth until it was replaced by the dual 

carriageway in the 1970s. A tollhouse, which is still in existence, was built at Bittaford to collect 

the charges on the new turnpike road. Two more Toll Houses controlled other turnpike roads 

through Ugborough parish. One was built by the Kingsbridge Trust at Fowelscombe Gate on 

the Kingsbridge to Wrangaton road; another was built at Ludbrook on the Totnes to Ermington 

road. Both are shown on the Tithe Map, but neither of them survives.  

 

In 1848 Brunel’s South Devon Railway line to Plymouth was opened, crossing the parish via 

Wrangaton and Bittaford. It crossed the Glazebrook and Lud Brook on viaducts, the granite 

piers of which survive. A station was opened, just inside the NE corner of the Neighbourhood 

Plan Area at Wrangaton.  This was known initially as Kingsbridge Road Station.  The station at 

Bittaford was not built until 1907.   This station together with the adjacent Royal Navy 

Victualling Yard at Wrangaton had a significant social and economic impact on the area.  Both 

stations are now closed. 

 

In 1851 there were two mills active in the area:  Turtley Mill, powered by the Glaze Brook and 

Earlscombe Mill by the Lud Brook. Other mills are documented at Coarsewell Farm, Marridge, 

Peek Mill and Fowelscombe. Only Turtley Mill has been documented before 1800, but it seems 

likely that some at least were operating in the earlier post-medieval and medieval periods. Mill 

buildings survive at Turtley and Earlscombe.  Ludbrook Mill, a listed early 19th-century mill and 

millhouse, just outside the Parish, which does not appear to correspond to any of the other 

mills, is also still standing.  

 

A silver/ lead mine at Filham, also known as Ivybridge Consols, was worked in the first half of 

19th century. Some remains of the buildings were standing in 1996. 
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There was also an umber works immediately north of Leigh Cross, where pigment for paint was 

produced by heating clay containing oxides of iron and manganese. The works are shown as 

disused on the 1889 Ordnance Survey map, and there are no surviving remains. 

 

There were many stone quarries in the lowland parish. Bowcombe and Wood were large slate 

quarries. Bowcombe was operating in the 19th century. Wood started up in the 18th century, 

and was still operating in the 19th. Dunwell was another large ‘dunstone’  quarry, shown on the 

1843 Tithe Map but disused in 1889. Kennel Quarries, so called because they were located close 

to the kennels on the Fowelscombe estate, were also shown as disused in 1889. Ennaton 

limestone quarry is recorded in the 19th century and was disused by 1906. The stone was burnt 

in kilns, which are still visible on the site, to produce lime for agricultural use. Large quarry pits 

survive at Bowcombe and Dunwell and smaller ones at Kennel Quarries and Ennaton.  

 

The Modern Period 

 

With the 20th century some limited industrialisation came to the parish. The China Clay 

Corporation was formed by 1911 to exploit the reserves on the moor and this provided 

economic opportunities to the area until the company’s demise in 1933, after which a firm of 

agricultural engineers acquired the works still occupied to the north of the area. 

 

In 1915 the depressed condition of Fowelscombe mansion had come to the attention of the 

Society for the Protection of Ancient Buildings. A member described the exterior as tawdry and 

featureless, but the hall in the largely roofless interior still contained its granite fireplace 

bearing the date 1537 and the initials of Thomas and Mary Fowell. Four years later the Estate 

was put up for sale, the catalogue referring to the mansion as being ‘unfortunately out of repair’ 

but it occupied ‘a most Sheltered Position’ and was ‘capable of being restored to its original 

importance’. It had ‘spacious Pleasure Grounds and Trees, Walled Fruit and Vegetable Gardens, 

Court Yard and Stabling’, and was ‘approached by an imposing Avenued Drive protected by 

Lodges at each end and bold cut Granite Pillars with Globe Surmountings on the North …’. The 

purchaser was a Mr Nicholls. 

 

In the 1930s, Sir John Betjeman’s Shell Guide to the county referred to… 

Fowelscombe ruins of 15th-cent. mansion, on road to Kingsbridge, in trees’.  

 

Ugborough village and Bittaford have continued to grow during the 20th century, and 

development has occurred generally along the A38 corridor through the parish and in the 

neighbouring town of Ivybridge, a part of which is in the Ugborough Neighbourhood 

Development Plan area.. However, there has been comparatively little development in the 

remainder of the parish. Wrangaton and Bittaford stations closed in 1959 and the A38 dual 

carriageway, bypassing all the towns and villages in South Devon was built in 1974 providing 

the link between Plymouth and Exeter and the M5.  
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By 1939 mains water was supplied from the Totnes Corporation Water Works and electricity 

was also available in the parish. In 1947 the Plymouth Borough Asylum was renamed 

Moorhaven Hospital, having been expanded to 280 acres with accommodation for 823 patients. 

In 1993 the Hospital closed, leading to a dramatic fall in the parish population, and with a 

noticeable economic impact. 

 

In 1952 Professor W.G. Hoskins wrote an essay with the title ‘The Making of the Agrarian 

Landscape’, in which he cited Ugborough as an example of a nucleated village still showing 

traces of its former open fields, illustrating it with the Harding Thompson map. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Section 2 - Landscape Character Types (LCTs) – General 

Characteristics 
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The South Devon Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB) and South Hams Council – 

Landscape Character Assessment 2007 presents the figure below to illustrate the various 

Landscape Character Types (LCT) and Landscape Description Units present within the area. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5 Landscape Character Types (LCTs) within the South Devon AONB. 

Lying immediately to the east of Ivybridge, the Neighbourhood Development Plan Area is a 

blend of four LCTs: 

 

 

 

  

Ivybridge 
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1. Landscape Character Type 3b  

Lower rolling farmed and settled slopes – the area to the south and east of Ivybridge adjacent 

to the Erme and including the flatter areas of Filham Park.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figures 6 Some LCT 3b examples in the NDP Area 

 

This type is characterised by: 

 Gently rolling landform, sloping up from valley 

floor 

 Variable size fields with wide, low boundaries 

and irregular pattern 

 Pastoral land use, often with wooded 

appearance 

 Many hedgerow trees, copses and streamside tree 

rows 

 Settled, with varied building ages, styles 

and settlement size 

 Much use of stone, includes highly 

distinctive stone walling as field 

boundaries. 

 Winding lanes, often with very tall stone 

and earth banks 

 Streams, ditches and wetlands 

  Tranquil and intimate 
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2. Landscape Character Type 4d  

Lowland Plains - the area immediately to the east of Ivybridge between the Moor and the A38.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7 A typical LCT 4d view 

 

This type is characterised by: 

         

 Level to gently rolling plains 

 Densely settled, with a mixed pattern of residential development and isolated farms 

with extensive outbuildings. 

 Local dominance of stone as building material, but great variety of materials and styles 

throughout 

 Mixed farmland and many other land uses including extensive extractive industry 

 Irregular medium to large-scale field pattern 

 Very tree’d field boundaries with low roadside hedges 

 Small discrete woodlands and linear amenity planting 

 Sparse highway network 

 Long views marred by pylons and communication masts. 
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3. Landscape Character Type 1d – 

Inland Undulating Uplands – the plateaux between the Ludbrook and Erme river valleys.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8 A typical LCT 1d view 

 

This type is characterised by: 

 

 Gently rolling upland plateau spine with fingers, sloping steeply towards edges 

 Mixed cultivation, with grassland in a medium regular pattern on slopes and arable 

cultivation on flatter central areas, with low hedges and few hedgerow trees. 

 Wide low hedgebanks with few hedgerow trees; pine and beech locally distinctive 

 Small discrete conifer plantations and broadleaf woodlands 

 Sparse sinuous road network of minor roads 

 Very sparse settlement pattern of small villages, isolated houses and farms, indicative 

of parkland estates 

 High and open, with extensive views where hedgebanks permit. 

 

 

4. Landscape Character Type 2c  
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River Valley Slopes and Combes – the brook and river valleys throughout the area.  This type is 

characterised by: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9 LCT2c Near Witchcombe on the south side of the southern spur. 

 

 High slopes and rounded hills and small narrow valleys 

 Mixed cultivation, predominantly pasture in variable fields with curving hedges and 

variable presence of hedgerow trees 

 Broadleaf woodland to water’s edge and discrete small woods elsewhere 

 Very narrow stream valleys with rough pasture and dense field boundaries; rough 

grazing pasture near the river 

 Scattering of hamlets rather than villages or farmsteads, with occasional large     

 riverside settlements 

 Sparse road network; many paths 

 Extensive views over river valleys 

 Many good farm conversions 

 

 

 

 

These Landscape Character Types are combined within the four natural subdivisions of the 

Lowland Zone: which are:  
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 The central ridge and combes running SSE from Sign of the Owl Cross to near Marridge. 

 The shallow valley to the NE of the ridge running from Glazebrook to Avonwick. 

 The northern spur and strike valley, to the northern boundary, running WSW from the 

Sign of the Owl Cross passing via Hillhead Cross and Toby Cross to near Quarry Farm 

and, interrupted by the Lud Brook, down to Strode. 

 The southern spur and combes passing midway between Higher Well and Fowlescombe, 

by Dunwell and  on past Higher Ludbrook,  

 

Within these areas the following features which provide exemplars of the general Landscape 

Character Type descriptions are located.  Other buildings and features of significant interest 

are listed at Appendix 4. 

 Langford Barton: ringwork and bailey  

 Stone: farmhouse 

 Turtley Camp  

 Turtley Mill  

 Zeaston: farmhouse 

 

 Bowcombe Quarry 

 Earlscombe Mill  

 Ennaton Quarry 

 Filham: chapel & folly 

 Filham House  

 Piles Peek: farmhouse   

 Ugborough: strip fields 

North of village 

 Haredon: re-used cross  

  

 

 

 

Figure 10 The village of Ugborough lying between the between the northern and southern spurs 

viewed from the north east. 

Section 3 – Specific Characteristics. 

 

The purpose of this section is to provide examples of aspects of particular interest and value.  

Each of these present a contribution to the place-making of the Area.  It is not intended that 

this should be an exhaustive list or even pre-eminent examples but it is intended that it is 
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illustrative of those vernacular features which the community believe to be important and 

which the Plan seeks to preserve or enhance.   

Within this section all the images are taken from publically accessible locations. 

Views and Vistas 

 

Specific Views.  These are views which place buildings within a context and which should not 

be impacted by development. The view of St Peter’s Church tower in transit with the Erme 

Estuary at Mothecombe from above White Cross Farm is an example. 

Located at the heart of the Plan  

Area, the Church Tower is a  

powerful symbol of the  

area.  It is an immediately 

recognisable signature  

which is widely used in 

local advertisements 

and publications.  A 

number of different 

views of this are 

presented as 

representative 

examples and its 

identification with the 

community is exemplified 

by the  

number of different uses to which  

it is put. 

 

Figure 11 St. Peter’s tower with Mothecombe  

and Bigbury Bay on the horizon. 

 

 More views and Vistas 
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Figure 12 The view looking into the heart of the area from Ludbrook.  St Peter’s Church tower is 

visible between the taller trees. 

 

Figure 13  Looking eastwards into the area towards Ugborough Village from between Ludbrook 

and Filham.  The church tower is visible in the centre. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 14 Ugborough village viewed from the southern spur, with Dartmoor (Ugborough Beacon) 

rising to the north.  

 

Figure 15   

Looking into the 

Neighbourhood 

Development Plan area 

towards Ladydown from 

the eastern boundary. 
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Figure 16  

The view of Venn from the 

Kingsbridge road with the 

backdrop of Dartmoor: a 

view recognised by 

thousands of holiday 

makers for whom it marks 

the end of the South Hams 

as they make their way to 

the A38   and homewards. 

 

Figure 17  

Looking south-eastwards over the 

central ridge towards the Avon 

Valley near Coarsewell.  

 

 

 

 

 

Features that encapsulate the character of rural scene – 

vernacular features. 

This grouping illustrates how the landscape features have been developed by and for the 

community over many centuries to support what is essentially still an agricultural landscape.  

Although their purposes today may be very different to that for which they were originally 

intended, nevertheless they have a lasting value which should not be lost. 

Historically views and vistas have been largely created by the farming community, in whose 

custody they predominantly remain.  However, with changes to land holding and usage there is 

a risk that they may be lost.  Examples in this category include:  Farmsteads, leats, stiles, banks, 

gateways, strip field systems, and green lanes are all valued for their amenity contribution.  All 
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of these need careful consideration to enable viable, sustainable and valuable economic activity 

to co-exist with leisure pursuits and place-making considerations. 

Unadopted lanes, footpaths, stiles and field entrances. 

Unadopted lanes, footpaths, stiles and field entrances, some now disused largely because of 

the size of modern agricultural machinery feature throughout the area.  The lanes, footpaths 

and stiles provide an important contribution to the local amenity value and contribute to both 

geographical and social connectivity.  Many also include 

important remnants of old stonework, drainage 

systems and winterbournes and require routine 

attention. 

  

Stiles and kissing gates of many varieties 

abound throughout the area: indicative of the 

historic employment patterns which required 

workers living in the main population centres 

to make their way to work on farms, quarries 

and other industrial sites.  Whilst many have 

been replaced by new structures, considerable 

evidence of the original features still exists and 

should  

be retained. 

Figure 18  

Footpath from Ugborough to Ennaton through a farm track (Footpath 24 

 

 

Figure 19 Footpath adjacent to Cutwellcoombe.  

(Footpath 5) 

 

 

 

There are many instances that illustrate how 

farmers have 

had to 
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accommodate larger machinery by widening gateways and, with attention to bank 

terminations these can quickly take their placed in the evolutionary story.  In some instances 

they open up new views across the area.  

 

 

  

 

 

 

Figures 20  

Disused gateways. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 21   

A new gateway to accommodate 

larger machinery turning in and 

out of a narrow lane. 
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Figures 22 illustrate the diversity of accesses found in the area and 

these are all taken from a single circular walk (Footpaths 24 and 

32) to the north east of Ugborough Village.   

 

 

 

 

 

A map of the numbered footpaths in the Plan Area is included in the Annexes.  

 

 

Hedgerows and Banks 

The Hedgerow Act (1997), has protected the existing hedgerows and Devon earth banks and 

the majority of the hedgerows in the Plan Area that appear on the 1842 Tithe Map for 

Ugborough Parish remain intact. Members of the farming community in the Plan Area 

recognise that well maintained hedges when trimmed and allowed to thicken, provide ‘super 

highways’ and food for a wide range small creatures and nesting sites for small birds. The 

Devon earth bank hedges in particular provide a good habitat for a whole variety of wild flowers 

and beneficial plants. Trees grow well because of the high rainfall in the area and being 

sufficiently far away from the salty coastal wind, provide protection for livestock from 

inclement weather as well as shade from intense sunshine. A number of small copses and old 

quarry sites in the Neighbourhood Development Plan area provide habitats for a variety of 

larger mammals and birds. 

Farmers and landowners in the Plan Area demonstrably recognise the contribution of sound 

land and natural resources management practices to biodiversity and other environmental 

factors, including managing flood risks, reducing water pollution from agricultural chemicals 
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and natural effluents, along with amenity value around keeping the character of the Devon 

countryside and preserving important rural historical features. They understand and give voice 

to the corresponding benefits of improvement measures such as appropriate woodland 

creation and management and many are keen to encouraging educational access. 

These features make an important placemaking contribution. 

Farmsteads   

The economy of the Area from the medieval period to the middle of the 20th century has been 

founded upon agriculture and this is reflected in the number and quality of the farmsteads 

found within it.  Reaching their peak of prosperity in the 

Georgian and Victorian period these clusters of buildings 

are distributed at almost regular intervals around the 

area and their close grouped buildings have been 

extensively remodelled over time without losing 

their characteristic sense of connectivity with their 

past agricultural use.  

Figures 23 Typical settlements with some examples 

of converted agricultural buildings in the area. 

 

Annex 3 shows that 

over the past 20 years nearly 

half the increase in dwellings within the area has 

been undertaken in settlements outside the village 

of Ugborough.  Compared with the gradual changes 

driven by, for instance, agricultural practices and 

car ownership, this has been achieved without a 

significantly adverse impact on the character of the 

area.   

It is highly 

probable that 

this 

trend 
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towards alternative use of redundant or unsuitable agricultural buildings and the construction 

of new-builds within existing settlements will continue and the maintenance of their grouped 

identity whilst enabling sustainable economic and social use is an important part of the 

Development Plan. 

 

 

 

 

Leats 

Leats were historically important in water distribution, principally for four purposes.  

 

1. Domestic and farm use.  There were leats to Younghouse and Langford Barton from 

springs; Haye and Haredon from the Lutterburn; and Torpeek and Piles Peek from the Lud 

Brook.  

2. Irrigation of fields.  At its simplest this meant diverting some of the flow of a stream into 

adjacent ‘water meadows’ as from the Lutterburn at Haredon, below Ennaton  and perhaps 

Berry;  and below Witchcombe from one of the headwaters of the Shilston Brook. This practice 

evolved into continuing leats along valley sides so that they ended up high above the stream, 

letting down water on the fields below, as at Lower Bowcombe and The Vicarage from the 

Lutterburn; and a field between Haye and Ludbrook Mill from the Lud Brook. It is possible that 

the leat conveying water from the Lud Brook to Piles Peek and Peek Mill was also used in this 

way. South-east of  Fowlescombe there is an elaborate system of sub-parallel distribution 

channels on hillsides fed from the two branches of the upper 

Shilston Brook. There are a few other areas, such 

as south of Langford Barton and of 

Coarsewell, where lines on air 

photos are suggestive of other 

systems. Traditional names for 

such schemes are 

‘catchwaters’ and 

‘catchmeadows’. It may be 

that regeneration of these 

features becomes an 

important flood management 

tool in the future. 

Figure 24 The line of the Lutterburn 

leat visible  

to the left of the stream.  Other evidence of 

leats  
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remain at Fowlescombe and Ludbrook. 

 

 

 

 

3. Mineral processing. The only certain use of a leat in the Neighbourhood Development Plan 

Area is one from near Filham House to the silver/lead mine. 

 

4. Water-mills. There were four mill-leats from the Lud Brook: at Bittaford, Peek Mill, 

Earlescombe; and Ludbrook Mill just outside the Parish. Turtley Mill was fed by a leat from the 

Glaze Brook. Although not a mill, Haye is recorded as having a waterwheel fed by the same leat 

as its water supply. Away from river valleys, a small leat from a spring fed a mill-pond at 

Marridge.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 25  The remnants of 

the sluice controlling the 

Lutterburn leat. 

 

Public Open 

Spaces. 

The availability of public recreational 

spaces in the Area is principally 

focussed on servicing the 

needs of Ivybridge. The 

map at annex 5 indicates  

Filham Park and the 

Erme Playing  

fields at the western 

end  

of the Area with the 

remaining spaces 

located within 

Ugborough village:  The 

school grounds, Church 

green  
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and the smaller childrens’ play area in Donkey Lane. 

 

Equestrian Facilities. 

 

As agricultural activity has changed, there has been growing local equestrian activity with the 

construction of stables and exercising facilities across the area.  The attached map (Annexe 6) 

shows the location and timeframe of this trend over the past 20 years.  There is a tendency for 

the numbers engaged in equestrian businesses and occupations to ebb and flow over time and 

it is probable that the area has reached a stable level.  Equestrian activities provide an 

occupation for larger numbers of people locally than purely agricultural concerns and they offer 

tourism opportunities.   They rely upon the area retaining its low levels of lane traffic and 

generally unhurried environment and may provide a useful bell-weather for this aspect of the 

area’s character in future. 

 

Biodiversity aspects 

The Ugborough Neighbourhood Development Plan Area sits in the centre of and are rich in 

sites that are either protected or of interest in terms of their Biodiversity, Geology and or 

Historic value.  http://www.southhams.gov.uk/CHttpHandler.ashx?id=3675&p=0 

A Strategic Nature reserve, coincident with an Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty is included 

within the south eastern part of the area on the western slope of the River Avon catchment.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.southhams.gov.uk/CHttpHandler.ashx?id=3675&p=0
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Elsewhere within the Neighbourhood Development Plan area there are a number of 

internationally protected species (Including bats, Barn Owls, Otters and Dormice) alongside a 

wide range of 

Locally, UK and EU 

protected species 

present in the 

Neighbourhood 

Development Plan 

area. 
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List of Annexes 

 

1. Area Map. 

2. Area Map with Views and Vistas 

3. Development in the Plan Area over the last 20 years 

4. List of significant buildings and features. 

5. Map showing public open spaces 

6. Map showing the development of equestrian facilities over the last 20 years.  

7. Map showing footpaths in the Plan Area. 
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Annexe 1   Map of UNDP Area 
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Annexe 2 – Index of Figures 

*Not included in map 

Figure 1.  The central portion of the Neighbourhood  Plan Area looking south westwards 
towards the Erme Valley between the northern and southern spurs (The strip field remnants 
are clearly visible to the north of the village.).  
Figure 2  The Ludbrook south of Ugborough.  
Figure 3.  * A typical bank end  
Figure 4.   * The Plan Area, The Lowland Zone of Ugborough Parish 
Figure 5  *Landscape Character Types (LCTs) within the South Devon AONB. 
Figure 6  *LCT 3b Looking westwards towards Newlands. 
Figure 7 * LCT 4d.  View to the southwest from the old A38 east of Ivybridge. 
Figure 8  LCT 1d  The plateau to the north of Ludbrook looking eastwards 
Figure 9  LCT2c Near Witchcombe on the south side of the southern spur. 
Figure 10  The village of Ugborough lying between the northern and southern spurs viewed 
from the north east. 
Figure 11  St. Peter’s tower with Mothecombe and Bigbury Bay on the horizon. 
Figure 12  The view looking into the heart of the area from Ludbrook.  St Peter’s Church 
tower is visible between the taller trees. 
Figure 13  Looking eastwards into the area towards Ugborough Village from between 
Ludbrook and Filham.  The church tower is visible in the centre. 
Figure 14  Ugborough village viewed from the southern spur, with Dartmoor (Ugborough 
Beacon) rising to the north.  
Figure 15 Looking into the Neighbourhood Development Plan area towards Ladydown from 
the eastern boundary 
Figure 16  The view of Venn from the Kingsbridge road with the backdrop of Dartmoor: a 
view recognised by thousands of holiday makers for whom it marks the end of the South 
Hams as they make their way to the A38 and homewards. 
Figure 17  Looking south-eastwards over the central ridge towards the Avon Valley near 
Coarsewell.  
Figure 18  Footpath from Ugborough to Ennaton through a farm track (Footpath 24) 
Figure 19 Footpath adjacent to Cutwellcoombe.  (Footpath 5) 
Figure 20  Disused gateways around the plan area not located on map 
Figure 21  A new gateway to accommodate larger machinery turning in and out of a narrow 
lane. 
Figures 22 illustrate the diversity of accesses found in the area and these are all taken from a 
single circular walk (Footpaths 24 and 32) to the north east of Ugborough Village.   
Figure 23 *Typical settlements with some examples of converted agricultural buildings in 
the area not located on map 
Figure 24 *The line of the Lutterburn leat visible to the left of the stream.  Other evidence 
of leats remains at Fowlescombe and Luddbrook –see Figure 2 
Figure 25  The remnants of the sluice controlling the Lutterburn leat. 

 

MAP TO BE ADDED SHDC 
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Annexe 3  

Developments in the Plan Area over the last 20 years – map 

to follow 
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Annexe 4  

List of significant buildings and features 

 

 

TORPEEK FARMHOUSE  

ZEASTON  

LUDBROOK FARMHOUSE  

HAY FARMHOUSE  

HAREDON FARMHOUSE  

BARN IMMEDIATELY SOUTH EAST OF HAREDON FARMHOUSE  

BUTTERWELL IMMEDIATELY NORTH-WEST OF HAREDON FARMHOUSE  

CROSS RE-USED AS GATE POST IMMEDIATELY SOUTH EAST OF HAREDON FARMHOUSE  

STONE FARMHOUSE  

VENN  

LOWER BOWCOMBE  

BARN AND SHIPPON APPROXIMATELY 20 METRES WEST OF HIGHER BOWCOMBE FARMHOUSE  

HIGHER BOWCOMBE FARMHOUSE  

BARN AND SHIPPON IMMEDIATELY NORTH-WEST OF HIGHER BOWCOMBE FARMHOUSE  

WHITEHOUSE FARMHOUSE  

BARN AND SHIPPON APPROX 25 METRES NORTH OF WHITEHOUSE FARMHOUSE  

STABLES IMMEDIATELY NORTH OF WHITEHOUSE FARMHOUSE  

BRIDGE 100 METRES SOUTH-EAST OF RUIND OF FOWLESCOMBE HOUSE  

GATE PIERS IMMEDIATELY SOUTH-EAST OF FOWLESCOMBE COTTAGE  

RUINS OF FOWLECOMBE HOUSE  

REMAINS OF CHAPEL SOUTH OF FILHAM HOUSE  

VINE COTTAGE  

VIRGINA COTTAGE AND OUTBUILDING ADJOINING NORTH  

NO 4 INCLUDING STABLES ADJOINING IMMEDIATELY WEST  

MONUMENT TO HARRIET MITCHELL SOUTH OF CHURCH OF ST PETER  

HILL HOUSE, INCLUDING CROSS BASE IMMEDIATELY SOUTH  

CHURCH OF ST PETER  

CONDUIT HEAD  

SHIPPON AND CARTSHED IMMEDIATELY SOUTH OF WARE FARMHOUSE  

MONUMENT TO JAMES MITCHELL SOUTH OF CHURCH OF ST PETER  

K6 TELEPHONE KIOSK  

THE MANOR HOUSE  

North Parsons Farm  

PIGGERY IMMEDIATELY SOUTH-SOUTH-EAST OF WARE FARMHOUSE  

BARN IMMEDIATELY SOUTH-EAST OF WARE FARMHOUSE  

WARE FARMHOUSE AND ADJOINING OUTBUILDINGS TO SOUTH EAST  

http://list.historicengland.org.uk/resultsingle.aspx?uid=1168139
http://list.historicengland.org.uk/resultsingle.aspx?uid=1107337
http://list.historicengland.org.uk/resultsingle.aspx?uid=1107342
http://list.historicengland.org.uk/resultsingle.aspx?uid=1168262
http://list.historicengland.org.uk/resultsingle.aspx?uid=1107371
http://list.historicengland.org.uk/resultsingle.aspx?uid=1107372
http://list.historicengland.org.uk/resultsingle.aspx?uid=1107373
http://list.historicengland.org.uk/resultsingle.aspx?uid=1307167
http://list.historicengland.org.uk/resultsingle.aspx?uid=1107376
http://list.historicengland.org.uk/resultsingle.aspx?uid=1107377
http://list.historicengland.org.uk/resultsingle.aspx?uid=1307136
http://list.historicengland.org.uk/resultsingle.aspx?uid=1251486
http://list.historicengland.org.uk/resultsingle.aspx?uid=1168116
http://list.historicengland.org.uk/resultsingle.aspx?uid=1107374
http://list.historicengland.org.uk/resultsingle.aspx?uid=1307145
http://list.historicengland.org.uk/resultsingle.aspx?uid=1325452
http://list.historicengland.org.uk/resultsingle.aspx?uid=1325433
http://list.historicengland.org.uk/resultsingle.aspx?uid=1307161
http://list.historicengland.org.uk/resultsingle.aspx?uid=1107340
http://list.historicengland.org.uk/resultsingle.aspx?uid=1325432
http://list.historicengland.org.uk/resultsingle.aspx?uid=1325455
http://list.historicengland.org.uk/resultsingle.aspx?uid=1325456
http://list.historicengland.org.uk/resultsingle.aspx?uid=1325458
http://list.historicengland.org.uk/resultsingle.aspx?uid=1107339
http://list.historicengland.org.uk/resultsingle.aspx?uid=1107345
http://list.historicengland.org.uk/resultsingle.aspx?uid=1107346
http://list.historicengland.org.uk/resultsingle.aspx?uid=1168309
http://list.historicengland.org.uk/resultsingle.aspx?uid=1168388
http://list.historicengland.org.uk/resultsingle.aspx?uid=1107347
http://list.historicengland.org.uk/resultsingle.aspx?uid=1307021
http://list.historicengland.org.uk/resultsingle.aspx?uid=1325050
http://list.historicengland.org.uk/resultsingle.aspx?uid=1325453
http://list.historicengland.org.uk/resultsingle.aspx?uid=1325454
http://list.historicengland.org.uk/resultsingle.aspx?uid=1168405
http://list.historicengland.org.uk/resultsingle.aspx?uid=1307032
http://list.historicengland.org.uk/resultsingle.aspx?uid=1325459
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Annexe 5 

Map showing public open spaces 

 

 

Annexe 6 

 

Annexe 7 Footpaths in the Plan Area 

map to follow 
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Ugborough Parish Footpaths 
  

Path FP/ Length Map References 

No. BW (m) From To 

     1 FP 1380 SX68865899 SX67665955 

2 FP 470 SX68415921 SX68105892 

4 FP 1120 SX68915767 SX69815710 

5 FP 930 SX69855806 SX70615780 

7 FP 960 SX68805586 SX69725608 

10 FP 770 SX69085539 SX69825539 

11 FP 1260 SX66895564 SX65815540 

12 FP 160 SX67695570 SX67605558 

13 FP 180 SX67465443 SX67485426 

14 FP 200 SX67525524 SX67465506 

15 FP 340 SX66375434 SX66225406 

16 FP 170 SX64685573 SX64535578 

17 FP 470 SX65835548 SX66025587 

19 FP 860 SX65835538 SX66015463 

21 FP 730 SX66745601 SX66305627 

21a FP divides? SX66415619 SX66275627 

22 FP 570 SX65015546 SX64875497 

23 FP 240 SX67215661 SX67345644 

24 FP 750 SX67895599 SX68585621 

25 FP 800 SX67685537 SX68055482 

26 FP 1580 SX66635727 SX67195818 

27 FP 530 SX66555700 SX66465648 

27 BW 500 SX66295627 SX65955598 

28 FP 970 SX69605883 SX69845808 

29 FP 770 SX68605764 SX68905768 

29a FP divides SX68615803 SX68735784 

30 FP 610 SX63535512 SX63825466 

31 FP 100 SX70675497 SX70655505 

32 FP 200 SX68275635 SX68445641 

33 FP 6220 SX67415816 SX64516386 

34 BW 1540 SX67055980 SX65575994 

35 BW 640 SX64326635 SX65016589 

37 BW 190 SX69055903 SX69195897 

     

 

A total 
of 23340 metres of Footpath 

     

 

A total 
of 2870 metres of Bridleway 

     

      


